Thinner and lighter than its former self, the Lenovo ThinkPad 11e Yoga Gen 6 is a go-anywhere, do-anything, all-day learning machine. Its convertible form factor transitions from laptop to tent to tablet in a snap, making it ideal for any grade level or teaching style.

The Lenovo ThinkPad 11e Yoga Gen 6 is not only durable enough to survive the rigors of school for years to come, it also includes smart additions like Pencil Touch technology (no more lost pens!) and 3D personalization* to help you avoid laptop mix-ups.

*3D personalization D-cover plate is available through special bid request only.
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FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGY
The Lenovo ThinkPad 11e Yoga Gen 6 is poised to grow along with your students, offering the much-loved flexibility of a laptop that quickly converts to a tent or tablet, going from video player to notebook to test-taking device and more.

SMARTER FEATURES
No Pen? No problem. With Pencil Touch technology, you can use a No. 2 pencil to interact directly and safely with the touch screen. Pencil Touch is ideal for taking tests, drawing, and notetaking because it’s more accurate than using a finger. When more precision is required, an optional AES pen is located just inside.

PORTABILITY X DURABILITY
Weighing less than most textbooks, the Lenovo ThinkPad 11e Yoga Gen 6 is easy for young students to carry while remaining rugged enough to withstand drops, scratches, and spills (up to 330 ml) thanks to its MIL-STD-810G and ThinkPad EDU design specs.

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
Powered by 8th Gen Intel® Core™ Amber Lake Y processors, ample LPDDR3 memory, and a solid state drive, this laptop is powerful enough to support future-focused educational opportunities, like coding and video editing.

resilience
Rubber bumpers, a water-resistant (up to 330 ml) keyboard, mechanically-anchored keys, and an impact- and scratch-resistant display are the hallmarks of this laptop’s rugged design.

pencil touch technology
This feature enables you to use a No. 2 pencil to interact directly with the HD IPS touch screen without marking or scratching it. An optional integrated AES pen offers even more precision.

personalization
Optional 3D personalization* on the back cover plate brings a new element to education, allowing students to easily identify their device and feel a more personal connection to it.

*3D personalization D-cover plate is available through special bid request only.
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**performance**

**PROCESSOR**
8th Generation Intel® Core™ (m3-8100Y and i5-8200Y) Processors

**OPERATING SYSTEM**
Up to Windows 10 Pro

**GRAPHICS**
Integrated Intel® HD Graphics

**CAMERA**
720p HD with optional 5MP world-facing camera with mic

**MEMORY**
Up to 8GB LPDDR3

**STORAGE**
Up to 256GB SSD

**BATTERY**
Up to 12 hours¹, 45WHr battery

**AUDIO**
Dolby® Audio™

**security**
Kensington® lock slot

**connectivity**

**INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS**
1x USB 3.1 Type C  
2x USB 3.1 Gen 1  
1x HDMI  
1x MicroSD card reader  
1x 3.5 mm audio and microphone combo jack

**WIFI**
WLAN  
Bluetooth® 4.2

**design**

**DISPLAY**
11.6” HD IPS Touch (1366 x 768, 250 nit) with Corning Gorilla Glass

**DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)**
293 x 207 x 19.9 mm  
11.5 x 8.1 x 0.78 in

**WEIGHT**
Starting at 1.4 kg/3.1 lbs.

**KEYBOARD**
Water-resistant (up to 330 ml) keyboard and touchpad with mechanically-anchored keys

**MIL-STD-810G**
Yes

**COLORS**
Dark grey

optional services

Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect your ThinkPad investment—so you can focus on education, not IT.

**PREMIER SUPPORT**
Bypass phone menus and scripted troubleshooting to access advanced-level technicians with the expertise needed to quickly diagnose and solve problems. Get a consistent point of contact within Lenovo to ensure that your case resolution is professionally managed from start to finish.¹²

**WARRANTY UPGRADES**
Onsite Service maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast repair service at your place. In addition, with Tech Install CRU service the installation of all internal Customer Replaceable Unit (CRU) parts will be done on your behalf by a trained technician.¹

**WARRANTY EXTENSIONS**
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service and Sealed Battery warranty extensions helps you accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your investment, and lower the cost of ownership over time.¹

**ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION**
Protect your investment from operational or structural damage caused by common accidents like drops, spills, or electrical surges. This protection plan helps with predictable budgeting, minimizes unexpected repair costs and provides significant savings relative to the cost of non-covered repairs.¹²

**KEEP YOUR DRIVE**
Retain your drive if it should happen to fail, giving you the peace of mind of knowing that your valuable data is secure.¹²

¹ Up to 5 years total duration  
² May not be available in all regions

Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.
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